Pirates ahoy as
fund manager
takes aim at ASX
By Brian Robins

"Barbarians at the Gate" may
have been a one-time popular
description of New York's Wall
Street, but if one local investor
gets his way, Australian markets
will be populated increasingly by
pirates.

Text under image: Stuart McAuliffe: "Pirates are very
mobile and very flexible in decision-making."

"Barbarians at the Gate" may have been a one-time popular description of New
York's Wall Street, but if one local investor gets his way, Australian markets will be
populated increasingly by pirates.
Benjamin Hornigold, John Bridgeman and Henry Morgan are the names of famous
pirates and local investment funds.
Stuart McAuliffe: "Pirates are very mobile and very flexible in decision-making."
John Bridgeman and Henry Morgan are already listed – on the National and
Australian stock exchanges respectively – while Benjamin Hornigold is in the
final stages of completing a small sharemarket float, raising an initial $20 million.
The funds' namesakes were mostly active in the Atlantic, although Bridgeman, an
alias for John Avery, was also engaged for a time in the Indian Ocean, where he
achieved notoriety for carrying out one of the most successful heists of the era,
seizing booty from an Indian fleet.
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The common link for all three
investment vehicles is fund manager
Stuart McAuliffe, an associate
professor at Bond University.
"Pirates are very mobile and very
flexible in decision-making,"
McAuliffe said. "And have a very
democratic system: if the leader is
unpopular, he is voted out and goes
back to join the rest of the sailors.
"And the whole focus is on profit."
Stuart McAuliffe, left, has a penchant for military history
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Benjamin Hornigold is intended to be a "high conviction" investment vehicle,
focusing on "five to 10 key trading ideas", he said, while Henry Morgan is focused on
as many as 20-25 key ideas,
carrying with it less risk.
John Bridgeman, which is listed
on the NSX, is the management
company for the
group. McAuliffe wants to shift
its listing to the ASX at some
stage.
You could be forgiven for
thinking he is obsessed with
pirates – and you'd be wrong.
McAuliffe tips Emmanuel Macron, France's
independent presidential candidate, to win the
election. Photo: Christophe Morin
"My fixation is actually military strategy," he said, having studied the military
campaigns of Julius Caesar, Napoleon and General George Patton, crediting this
interest for his approach to investment markets.
As investors, as you're looking for a bigger piece of the pie, speed is
essential. Pirates were opportunists.
McAuliffe and his listed vehicles have enjoyed outsized returns over the past year,
with several months spent in Britain ahead of the 'Brexit' vote last year to quit the
European Union convincing him of the outcome, with the same approach also seeing
him call the US presidential outcome last year, with the success of Donald Trump.
Now, he is convinced that Emmanuel Macron will win the French presidential
elections, the technocrat who has never stood for public office, despite the relative
showing of Marine le Pen, the head of the National Front.
"I'm very keen on Europe," McAuliffe said. "The Europe economy is doing well this
year. Stocks there could rally as much as 30 per cent going into the end of the year.
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"In France, Macron will win [the presidential elections] and the market will react
strongly to that – maybe not immediately but over the following few months. Europe
is the real wild card."
The first round vote gets under way in France this weekend, with the run-off vote in
early May.
McAuliffe is not afraid to switch his investment focus, concentrating on equities then,
as markets shifts, changing to favour foreign exchange markets, if that is where he
can see outsized returns.
"I was focused on the opportunity of that time," he said of his shifting focus as he
eyes prospects to profit across the realm of investment markets locally and abroad.
That free-ranging scope saw him snap up a 6 per cent shareholding in Hunter Hall
International this year, when the founder Peter Hall sold out to Washington H. Soul
Pattinson and Co, with McAuliffe optimistic of the outlook for this fund
manager which is yet to finalise a planned merger with another fund manager,
Pengana Capital.
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